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SurfAnonymous Crack is one of the apps supposed to help you stay anonymous while browsing the Internet, providing an
interesting pack of features to lend you a hand in this regard. The program comprises multiple advanced features, all of which
are supposed not only to search for proxies, but also to force installed applications to access the Internet through a user-defined
proxy. The so-called “Proxy Hunter” is the right tool to look for proxies, as the program prompts the user to input the link to a
proxy list and let it check them all. The “Proxy Analyzer” on the other hand verifies and displays information on the found
proxies, including data such as type, location and IP. What’s more, the “Proxy Capture” is the utility that forces all apps on your
system to use a proxy server when accessing the Internet, while the “Proxy Pool” blacklists some of the invalid entries. The
whole program is quite easy to use, but we’ve experienced some errors during our testing. First of all, Cracked SurfAnonymous
With Keygen doesn’t always manage to retrieve proxies from the lists you input, so you may have to try several pages before
finding one that really works. Secondly, the application doesn’t work on Windows 7 at all, as it fails to launch even when used
with administrator privileges. All things considered, SurfAnonymous is a decent program, but it clearly needs improvements to
allow users benefit from all its features with ease. It’s a stable app, that’s true, but some of its tools are working the way they
should. Download Link SurfAnonymous is one of the apps supposed to help you stay anonymous while browsing the Internet,
providing an interesting pack of features to lend you a hand in this regard. The program comprises multiple advanced features,
all of which are supposed not only to search for proxies, but also to force installed applications to access the Internet through a
user-defined proxy. The so-called “Proxy Hunter” is the right tool to look for proxies, as the program prompts the user to input
the link to a proxy list and let it check them all. The “Proxy Analyzer” on the other hand verifies and displays information on the
found proxies, including data such as type, location and IP. What’s more, the “Proxy Capture” is the utility that forces all apps
on your system to use
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SurfAnonymous is a free tool that comes with over 55 IP lists. It searches through all of them to see if there are proxies in them.
It scans the lists every 60 seconds to make sure that they are up-to-date. It also provides a proxy pool with IPs that don't work. It
checks if you want to use a specific port and if your ISP is blocking it. You can download an IP list or you can choose your own.
Main Features: The following are the most common features: -It finds a proxy by searching for them on the Internet. It searches
through other proxies. -It uses proxy lists from over 55 IP databases. It scans these databases every 60 seconds to be sure they
are up to date. -It checks if your ISP is blocking the port you want to use. -It checks if the ISP you are connected to is blocking a
specific site. -It checks for geo IP's. -It can check whether the IP is trusted or if it is with some kind of banned list. -It checks if
the IP is free or not. -It checks whether the proxy is open, fast, or free. -It saves you when you use the same proxy for a long
time. -It uses the proxy to make your browsing faster and safer. -It also uses a Proxy Pool with IPs that don't work. -It allows
you to filter the list to your liking. -It has a Proxy Analyzer. -It allows you to quickly find a proxy from the list you are using. -It
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allows you to quickly check for proxies on the web page you are visiting. -It saves you when you use the same proxy for a long
time. -It can show the user the IP, Type, CID, Start Time and Country of the proxy. -It displays the Last Seen Time and IP,
country of your proxy. -It uses a Proxy Analyzer. -It allows you to unblock certain sites. -It can share the list with others. -It
allows you to block the IP of the website you visited. -It allows you to check if the proxy is safe and if the IP is free. -It allows
you to look up the IP. -It allows you to check if the proxy is working. Surfanonym SurfAnonymous is one of the apps supposed
to help you stay 09e8f5149f
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SurfAnonymous Product Key
SurfAnonymous is one of the apps supposed to help you stay anonymous while browsing the Internet, providing an interesting
pack of features to lend you a hand in this regard. The program comprises multiple advanced features, all of which are supposed
not only to search for proxies, but also to force installed applications to access the Internet through a user-defined proxy. The socalled “Proxy Hunter” is the right tool to look for proxies, as the program prompts the user to input the link to a proxy list and
let it check them all. The “Proxy Analyzer” on the other hand verifies and displays information on the found proxies, including
data such as type, location and IP. What’s more, the “Proxy Capture” is the utility that forces all apps on your system to use a
proxy server when accessing the Internet, while the “Proxy Pool” blacklists some of the invalid entries. The whole program is
quite easy to use, but we’ve experienced some errors during our testing. First of all, SurfAnonymous doesn’t always manage to
retrieve proxies from the lists you input, so you may have to try several pages before finding one that really works. Secondly, the
application doesn’t work on Windows 7 at all, as it fails to launch even when used with administrator privileges. All things
considered, SurfAnonymous is a decent program, but it clearly needs improvements to allow users benefit from all its features
with ease. It’s a stable app, that’s true, but some of its tools are working the way they should. User Experience (5): Flexible User
Interface (5): Extremely easy to use (3): Overall Impression (5): Available for: iPhone iPad Android Windows Linux
SurfAnonymous is one of the apps supposed to help you stay anonymous while browsing the Internet, providing an interesting
pack of features to lend you a hand in this regard. The program comprises multiple advanced features, all of which are supposed
not only to search for proxies, but also to force installed applications to access the Internet through a user-defined proxy. The socalled “Proxy Hunter” is the right tool to look for proxies, as the program prompts the user to input the link to a proxy list and
let it check them all. The “Proxy Analyzer

What's New In?
SurfAnonymous is a small and easily customizable utility that lets you improve your Internet speed, anonymity and security.
What makes SurfAnonymous different is its speed—surfing through proxies is blazingly fast and the app can be configured for
privacy. Thanks to its proxies capturing feature, surf anonymously and prevent your online activity from being monitored.
SurfAnonymous is designed to allow you to surf anonymously on unsecure Wi-Fi networks and it works as follows: • Create
Proxy Setting• Select a Proxy by using URL• Surf on Wi-Fi using the proxy and hide your IP• Save your settings to use at any
time• Use Proxy Settings to share proxy settings with others• Store proxy settings and other server addresses• Print out proxy
lists• Search for proxies by entering a list URL or network name• Open any installed URL in a new browser tab and surf
anonymously. A tool for connecting to the internet through anonymizing proxies.Features:Proxies can be automatically found,
so you don't need to search for a proxy every time you want to access the internet. This application can find proxy servers in real
time. You can search for proxy servers in a list of protocols. You can force the applications on your system to use a proxy
server. You can customize proxy settings. You can hide your IP address. You can hide your IP address.You can share proxy
settings.You can save the proxy settings. You can store proxy lists, proxy server addresses and other server addresses.
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System Requirements For SurfAnonymous:
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 1GB RAM 20GB free disk space 2GHz 1024 x 768 HDD 700MB or SSD
Manufacturers Suggested (New) System Requirements For MacBook Pro 13-inch,
13-inch/2.5GHz/4GB/512GB/120GB/Factory Warranty 2GHz dual-core CPU Model Name: Macbook Pro 13-inch, 13-inch/
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